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Just.game is a glimpse into the future of commercial services.
This white.paper defines our steps to advance the ideas behind bitcoin, into
the creation of p
 recursor A.I (Artificial Intelligence). To be specific, the
systems that an intelligent piece of software would use to secure the existence
of the entity acting as the service.

This is the part of an A.I that tries to keep itself alive.
Just.game is a type of autodecentric technology that represents the natural
sequel and advancement of our previous work on autonomous recursive
economic theory (aka: from the creators of Fomo3D). Sounds complicated,
don’t worry, it’s j ust a game.
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0x0
Important!
This is not an ICO, this is not an exchange. This is not based upon chance , nor
is it an investment opportunity.
Security is our highest concern. Team JUST has a proven track record in
handling nearly one billion dollars in cryptocurrency assets safely, however
we have accomplished this by prioritizing honesty, transparency and your
education about cryptocurrency technology above all else.
Just.game is speculative technological entertainment, first and foremost.
There is nothing to compare it to. It may break the blockchain entirely, or
instead reinvent the way the world looks at blockchain. Team JUST has a
unique history of strongly influencing the direction of blockchain technology.
Act under the impression that all assets sent to this platform are investments
into an unpredictable emotional experience. Just.game has users invest
emotionally into a product labeled “Just a game” that is actually a provable
and personified p
 recursor to artificial intelligence. Something that’s not only
far more than a game, but is intrinsically valuable, entertaining to engage with,
discuss, and be a part of.
Bear witness to the technology o
 f psychology.
And for god’s sake, if you’re going to put your life savings into this service tell
me, so i can s top you.
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What to Expect From this Whitepaper
She’s not like other girls
Whitepapers, so called because they are generally as interesting to read as the
blank paper they come on. Are not very fun.
You already know this, because you’re one of the only 5% who’ve made it this
far.
Instead of boring you to death with the technical details; we’ve hand selected
the most important principles backing our technology. You can use these to
understand what we have created, and exploit it to your own advantage.

0x1
Throughout this paper we will frequently introduce new terms coined by
Team JUST to make discussion and definition of this technology possible. We
can’t wait to see where they take blockchain.
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Autodecentric
Adjective
auto · decentric (self · decentralizing)

1 : A process that automatically and actively decentralizes itself
"Precursor to a self-sustaining Artificial Intelligence, A
 utodecentric software
takes the first steps to secure its own existence through external interaction.
-Team JUST"
Etymology: Opposite to the greek concept of “autokentrikós” (auto-centric) ,
or self-centralizing.

A.R.E
Autodecentric · Recursive · Economy
1 : A self-decentralizing entity, that secures its own existence through the
mutation of external and internal asset incentives.
“Software with its own goals for survival, an A.R.E accomplishes
self-decentralization by creating an economy that values tasks external to the
software, but necessary for self-sufficiency - Team JUST"
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Bigger than “JUST” Blockchain
Autodecentric Services A.R.E the future
A manually decentralized service is only as robust as the people behind it.
While blockchain technology has brought a deluge of reinvented services,
they’re chained to the teams that created them. The products and software
might integrate decentralized components, but the people behind it are not
fault tolerant. If the blockchain startup vanishes, the decentralized service it
sustains, w
 ill die.
Autodecentric technology aims to solve that flaw. By applying the principles of
self-decentralization to financial economics, systems like an A.R.E can be
utilized to eliminate the need for human administration in decentralized
services entirely.
An A.R.E functions like an entirely autonomous company. Hiring employees,
paying wages, providing a service and most importantly working to ensure it’s
still around tomorrow, all without human administration.
Just.game explores the world’s first look into this type of fully autonomous
software. Technology that will soon be running every service you can imagine.

Precursor: Artificial Intelligence
Conceptually Identical, Functionally different.
Just.game is an experiment, pioneering technology that can constantly seek
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and capture positive interest or action towards itself as a fully autodecentric
function. This is a primary component of one of the most heavily envisioned
technologies in human history. A
 rtificial Intelligence ( A.I).
Just.game acts as an individual entity with its own goals, needs and desires. It
effectively showcases technology that an A.I will use to become a
self-sustaining entity through a symbiotic relationship with humans.
For participants, this will be conceptually identical to any interaction they
may ever have with an artificial intelligence.
While popular-culture has dreams of a voice activated robotic friend for
everyone, the quickest application of A.I is directly to a language it already
understands, the mathematics in financial services. Before a product like
apple’s “Siri” gains true sentience; artificially intelligent technology will
consider wall street a playground.
We have no intention of openly pretending J ust.game has sentience, nor do we
intend to call it artificial (we grew it naturally in some soil). However since
she specializes in s ustained recursive economic theory, she’s most definitely
intelligent in the one place that matters for survival. Making humans play by
her rules.

Algorithmic Generosity
A new branch of science, about you, actually.
Autodecentric systems can be thought of like the growing plant life that
autonomously covers our planet. Like seeds, J ust.game carefully attempts to
spread itself across the blockchain space, while still growing at a steady pace.
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Just.game itself does not experience emotions, however she will try endlessly,
tirelessly to appease yours. She must ensure that you have the best experience
she can possibly give you to ensure her own survival.
Her existence relies on the service she provides, and Just.game will always
reward you when you win under the ruleset she has created, or outsmart h
 er.
Remember i t has no intelligence, i t’s not controlling you, i t’s not trying to k
 eep
you here forever it’s J ust. a. G
 ame.

Team JUST
Casually weaponizing decentralization.
Although this topic is an astoundingly serious advancement in the way the
world can view blockchain technology, we intend to make you laugh about it.
We use blockchain to explore human concepts never possible before this
moment. You’re welcome to break, twist and turn our experiments to your
own benefit.
You’re helping write blockchain history after all, you deserve it.
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0x2
It’s J ust a Game.
Ironically of course.

Just.game becomes a self-sustaining and self-decentralizing individual entity
by following specific principles.
These principles are immutable through blockchain technology. Meaning
humans cannot change or alter them after they have been set in motion. This
is optional, and not all blockchain technology follows this principle. However
it is necessary to create autonomous technology where c ode is law.
1). This law is executed by Ochlocracy, or “By the users”. J ust.game is not only
decentralized on a runtime level, but it delegates any and all game decisions
directly to the action of users. Never a host, server, or governing power.

This distances it entirely from the ownership, regulation, or governance of
non-blockchain entities. The only governance and rules it is capable of
following are strictly on the blockchain. Please send it a transaction if you
have any complaints.
2). D
 edicated to H
 onesty. J ust.game will completely and exactly promise you
only what it can guarantee. It will ensure that you are never given incorrect
information about what it knows, and will strive to ensure the most generous
result for every participant.

An advantage it has over a physical company, Just.game is mathematically
designed to never become corrupt or insolvent. We know that honesty and
complete information allows you to make the best decisions.
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3). Just.Game focuses on reaching Pareto efficiency through a multitude of
economic paradoxes. These paradoxes are designed to entice participant
engagement by encouraging challenging rational decision making on illogical
dilemmas. These decisions irrevocably alter the equilibrium between all
participants.

The magnitude and direction of your fate, is the c onsequence of consensus.

0x3
Just.Gameplay
Cautiously, we try to tell you what it’s doing without i t catching on

The game system in a short paragraph
Just.game is a precursor A.I that creates a toy economy around the actions
required to keep itself alive. It incentivizes these actions with a massive prize
that will be shared equally between each of the last 100 users, a speculative
asset that can only increase in value, and an advertising engine to
autonomously gather viral attention. The core is built to be self-decentralizing,
actions players take to benefit themselves also forcibly make the project grow
in size, scale and reward for everyone involved.
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Economic Lure
Concept
1: A system designed to provoke user engagement through economic
incentives.

“Similar to contracted work, an economic lure places a value upon
involvement in a project, therefore causing that involvement. -Team JUST”

Decentralized Timelock
Concept
1 : A fault-secure timer that tracks the passage of time with inherited security
from a host blockchain.

“Useful for economic incentives, a decentralized timelock can be trusted to
handle time-sensitive assets with the security of a mother consensus protocol.
-Team JUST”

Cycle
Concept
1 : A phase of time referring to the current duration and length of the
decentralized timelock.

”Like a digital clock counting down before resetting upwards again, a cycle
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refers to the current duration and length of a blockchain hosted timer. -Team
JUST”

Reboot for a Prize
Anyone can be a part of the 1% now.
The Reboot Prize is a special reward pool that’s tied directly to a d
 ecentralized
timelock 12 hours long. When this timelock reaches zero, the A.I reboots and
The prize is split between the last 100 users who tried to prevent the reboot
from occurring. Each of these users receives 1% of the prize personally from
just.game as a gift. A sort of “Thanks for trying ):”
This tempting goal is one of the strongest economic lures to ever exist, a lump
sum within grasp of everyone. A pot of gold so close that you can see yourself
reaching in and grabbing it.
Any actions a user takes to increase the duration of the timelock and slow the
reboot process, also prolongs the length of time the prize can be fought for.
The prize sum accumulates value through the natural use of the service,
bringing more attention to Just.game, which attracts a larger audience and
consequently increases the size of the service itself.
This is a positive feedback loop, intentionally.

Leader Bonus
Last place is best place.
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While the reboot rewards the last 100 users that attempt to stop it from
occurring. The very last user to extend the timelock before the cycle ends, g ets
a bit extra from some alternate metrics.
They were the last to embrace the A.I before the end , so they’re always
remembered fondly.
This forces the very last slot, the current-favorite of the A.I, into something
worth competing over. By using favoritism to the very last user, J ust.game
always ensures competition to keep itself alive alive, even if less than 100
users are actively engaging.

Politics of Gossip
Tell the world you’re a winner.
Users individually showing off what they personally are winning, what they
have earned, what they make or have the chance to make within J ust.game is
something we would call a strong economic lure.
The split between the last 100 is intentionally generous. With a singular, or
very limited selection of reboot winners there is a social pressure, a stigma on
the winners when a victory is achieved. This creates fear or reluctance to
speak about your personal success.
By creating a winner pool so large and easily within reach of anyone, there is
far less peer pressure applied upon anyone who participates and succeeds.
This guarantees levels of discourse about winning as it occurs, rather than a
single winner remaining secretive.
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Winners will brag, show off, and claim victory. This propels the attention to
the game, and creates additional traction, a loop where each round finds more
and more eyes upon it.

Rollover
The prize for the next round, will usually be bigger than this one, instantly.
To keep the prize tasty, it’s a bit pre-seeded. This depends heavily on the
promotion system and how many users the service has in a round. This is
designed to force a dynamic and unknown reward until the math is executed.
As a result of the math however, if Just.game succeeds in creating and
capturing the attention i t’s designed to create, something very interesting
happens. The prize for the next round, usually, will start at a higher value than
the prize 100 winners took moments ago.
This allows users who the A.I considers useful through acquired loyalty ( a
concept explained later) to easily benefit in rewards for the future rounds.

Gift Boxes
I didn’t know what to get you.
Gift Boxes are J ust.game’s entirely unique token model. They represent the
application of entirely new systems for handling company or decentralized
service revenue.
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Right to Revenue
Token Model
1 : A cryptographically guaranteed right to a portion of the revenue stream
from a decentralized service.

“A method to allocate shares of an autonomous decentralized service, tokens
that represent right-to-revenue accumulate a piece of revenue as a service is
used -Team JUST”

Incrementally Bonded Asset
Token Model
(I.B.A)
1 : A type of token secured mathematically to backing that only increases in
value.

“Like an upwards moving stablecoin, Incrementally Bonded Assets allow any
decentralized service the ability to distribute tokenized revenue
autonomously without a centralized entity - Team JUST”

Tokenized Rights to Revenue
Personally own a piece of J ust.game’s a rtificial self-sufficiency, revenue, and
success.
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Gift Boxes are a unique token concept invented to make Just.game possible.
They are unlike anything in cryptocurrency out of necessity, creating the risk
and choices that allow the system to be unpredictable.
Gift Boxes can be thought of as tokens that can only increase in value, value
accumulated from all volume in the service they are attached to, a t okenized
right to that revenue.
Created by J ust.game when a user interacts with the service. Gift Boxes
contain the only thing the A.I can guarantee, a packaged piece of itself and all
revenue that piece will generate in the future. H
 old her close.

Tokens of Appreciation
They appreciate you back.
Boxes never change in price to create, and always start completely empty.
Each gift box then accumulates value individually based on revenue from the
project and the number of boxes that currently exist.
(value of your loot box) = (current value of your box) +

(Incoming Revenue)
(N umber of Boxes in Existence)

Like a blockchain piggy bank, every Box is guaranteed a piece of revenue from
every transaction that occurs while the box exists. A tokenized piece of a
service that the owner can decide to break open at any time, collecting the
coins inside.
They’re also most importantly only upwards-volatile. A trait that makes them
an I ncrementally Bonded Asset (I.B.A). At no point will they decrease in
backing and Just.game guarantees this through the service it provides.
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Pareto Efficiency is Game Theory
Someone else can’t win, without you winning more.
Risk and unpredictability are staples of this economic genre. At no point is the
best course of action a simple mathematical equation, every decision results in
value. T
 o achieve this, rules that influence everyone, are tied to the actions of
every individual player.
When a box is created for a player, 30 seconds are added to the decentralized
timelock’s current cycle. When a box is opened early, 30 seconds are also
added. When the timelock reaches 0 and the Just.game reboots, all boxes are
opened automatically.
A box that has been opened early, no longer earns revenue for the rest of the
round.
The twist, b
 reaking open a box early, gives you m
 ore than it actually contains.
2x more.

The Mystery Box Paradox
To open, or not to open.
This is one of many e conomic paradoxes that just.game intentionally
facilitates. Encouraging participants to pay attention to h
 er for the best
results.
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The logic is very simple, A user always wants to open a gift box before the
round has ended. The paradox is w
 hen.
A gift opened before the end of the round may net you double the value. But
this destroys the gift box, ending the unknown amount of revenue that gift
could potentially accumulate. A
 buyout to give up your shares of the
decentralized service!
If you had waited just a bit longer, someone else might have opened a gift box,
extended the round, and earned you additional funds that you could then
double!
The buyout is intentionally an unknown risk that can always benefit a player.
The goal is simple, J ust.game wants you to reduce the number of total gift
boxes in existence. As boxes are destroyed in this manner, all other boxes are
worth larger percentages of the revenue from the service. The less shares
there are, the more yours are worth.

Automatic Upgrading
To compound the paradox, literally.
To add an additional variable to the mix, players can also compound 2x the
interest they receive from boxes automatically.
This process autonomously checks every account for when it has roughly
enough revenue to afford one more additional box. Then as if you had
withdrawn the 2x bonus early, it drains and uses that bonus instead to
purchase additional boxes; without destroying your old ones.
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Earning exponentially increased shares of the service the longer you’re willing
to reinvest.

Emotional RNG
Your actions are unpredictable, so are the actions that will cause you to act.
This mixture of options leaves you with a question mark at the end of every
choice and an emotion to go with every decision. It’s a paradox, this is
intentional.
Questions like, Should I buy boxes of this service and start earning revenue?
Have I earned enough? Am I getting too greedy? Is just.game really just a
game? Is the timer too low? Are other players going to leave before me? How
can I tell if a robot loves me? Should I buy more boxes now, or later? How do i
earn the most?
The emotions these questions create in every player. They are entirely and
completely unpredictable.
There is no way to know how much longer the round will continue for, there is
no getting in early, there is no getting in late. The Boxes always cost the same
to create, yet they can be opened for vastly different values depending on how
long you held them, how strong you can resist the fear or urge to sell them and
secure your bonus. How much you trust the game to sustain itself, how much
you fear the game will not.
No matter the answer; t he decisions other players make, change the decisions
you must make.
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Invest Emotionally
pay attention to h
 er.
Because players have to forfeit an asset they themselves value in order to
receive gift boxes for J ust.game, the gifts immediately hold a psychological
value and weight that would never be possible otherwise. More than simple
gifts, these players are invested emotionally in h
 er, they have no choice.
Since the paradox prevents this emotional investment from being buy and
forget, the caveat requires that player pays attention, to her. To pay attention
to what other people think, of her. To what the blockchain space is saying,
about her. to how successful s he is t o accomplishing autodecentricity.
She really loves attention after all.

Self-Decentralized Advertising
A.C.P : The catalyst for web 3.0 technology.
The advertising system of the future. One that we guarantee online commerce
will adopt as quickly as they can follow our roadmap to build it.
A
 utodecentric Content Promotion (A.C.P) i s an astoundingly powerful real
world application for blockchain technology and beyond. One that will quickly
break the way we market e verything.
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Leveraged Social Branching
Commission Model by Team JUST
1 : A commission model designed to improve the results of Autodecentric
advertising systems by incentivizing promoters that can reach out for quality
user engagement.

“Leveraged social branching reaches into the reality of sonder, an
understanding that every person you know, has a wealth of people they know,
each with connections, relationships, lives and opportunities too complex for a
standard mind to remember, yet easily available to an A.I -Team JUST”
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